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Motivated by the Spiri tual i ty of the Precious Blood of Jesus Christ

According to Br. Loughlin Sofield, who has written extensively about collaboration
and served his congregation in leadership, leaders in religious communities are responsible
for helping a community identify a life-giving vision. In addition, they have to be
proactive and passionate in pursuing the vision while motivating, animating, and
empowering incorporated and companion
members to collaborate in fulfilling the vision.

Following on the Provincial Assembly in
April, which clearly articulated a desire for
visioning and collaboration in our mission, the
provincial leadership team decided to hold a
“vision-storming” session in place of the district
directors’ annual fall meeting. With Denise
Simeone as facilitator, a group of members and
companions gathered at Marillac Center in
Leavenworth in September to begin the process
of articulating a common vision and identifying
practical and personnel resources for implementation.

The gathering was a beginning, and the visioning process will continue to unfold in
the weeks and months ahead. On page three is a summary of the results of our first
session in Leavenworth. Additional gatherings will be scheduled, bringing more members
and companions into the process as the leadership tries to fulfill the desire of the

assembly and invite everyone to own the
process, share the vision, and live out
its mandate.
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vision-storm hits province

Fr. Garry Richmeier and companions Willie Clark
and Sharon Crall, during a break in the storm.

Frs. Bill Delaney, Mark Miller, and Joe Nassal.
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The fundamental theme of the
Christian mystery is the death and
resurrection of Jesus and our own death
and resurrection as followers of Jesus. I
suppose that also applies to communities
of religious.

In the last four years, the Kansas
City Province lost eleven members, nine
to death and two to joining other
provinces. In that time we ordained one
man, Matt Link.

To work in and for the Kingdom of
God and the Church we have to believe
in the Holy Spirit.We must believe that
the order of death and resurrection is
important, that it is not resurrection
and death, but the other way around.
None of our efforts at evangelization
will be lost; God has seen to it.

Death always brings new life. It was
true for Jesus and it is true for us. In
the future we will not staff the same
parishes we do now, we will not be
doing the same ministries we are now,
we will have different members and
companions than we do now.

I deal often with loss and suffering,
for example, our leaving St. Charles
parish, Vince Hoying having a heart
attack, vocation prospects that do not
turn out well, and having to challenge a
member about an issue in his life.
Resurrections are always eagerly
awaited, and probably less frequent.

The theme of dying and rising is
everywhere, in nature, in relationships,
in the solar system.We see it in the
giving birth among almost every living
thing. Even the basic pattern of sunset
and sunrise speaks of this theme. Death
is everywhere, but so is resurrection.We
just have to look for it.

The life of the Church is in the
same pattern; it dies, it rises.We have to
see the overall pattern and ultimate

direction as rising, not dying. If we look
at only one part of the pattern it can
look like only dying.We have to step
back and see the entire history of God’s
love, of the Church’s growth and “thy
Kingdom come” in order to appreciate
the complete cycle of death and
resurrection. The full direction has not
yet played out.We are somewhere in the
middle (or the beginning).With God
nothing is lost.

Some of us will die, while others will
live on. Yet all of us will die. Some
religious communities will not make it,
while the Church and the Kingdom of
God will surely continue to grow. I think
of the Franciscan Sisters in Savannah,
Missouri, who are down to  members,
but have chosen to continue, regroup and
keep ministering until they are no longer
able. They have chosen for themselves
life, dignity, community and faith in
God—no matter what comes. I was part
of a listening committee which helped
them sell their property and articulate
their wish to continue ministering. It
was uplifting.

Our vision meeting in September was
a way to plan for our future while doing
all we can to further the Kingdom of
God here and now. Vocations are of
course an issue, but how we live with each
other, how we pray and what we do for
the Kingdom are also important. There
are many things for us to keep in mind as
we move forward.

Death and Resurrection
Jim Urbanic, ...

Fr. Jim Urbanic and Companion Bob Schienebeck
(Butternut, WI) at the visioning gathering.
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[Editor’s note: Listed here are some excerpts from the results of he
visioning gathering. These are written in the “shorthand” of newsprint,
and need further explanation. However, they may offer a glimpse into
the beginnings of a vision, still seeking clarity. These are dreams. So-
called impossible dreams become possible only when they are dreamed.]

If five years from now we were to answer the question,
“How do you explain the growth and vitality of your
community,” we would include the following.

We embrace the present age through…
…dynamic use of the internet
…use of technology and communication at all levels

Our spirituality is seen in…
…empowerment
…conversion
…our charism animating us

We are animated in the Blood of Christ through…
…wholistic renewal center
…mission to immigrant groups
…Volunteer Program
…outreach
…hermitages for solitary prayer
…ministry to disaffected Catholics
…Precious Blood safe houses
…more non-diocesan ministry
…greater understanding of being missionary

We embrace right relationship with all creation with…
…prophetic ministry
…ecumenical focus
…authority of every voice
…living community of covenanted and incorporated
…crossing boundaries
…new models of leadership/community structure

We practice justice…
…intentional communities with all empowered
…truth telling
…website to expose lies
…green ‘houses”
…public corporate stances on current issues

We proclaim the transforming word of justice…
…Develop passion forWord and Eucharist
…Precious Blood Center and parishes become sanctuary
…Connect liturgy to social teaching
…Justice, not just charity

Why now?…
…Energy for future (not ready to die)
…Desire for more collaboration and collegiality
…Imagination; heading into future, not settling
…Can do some things well and communally
…Challenge and potential of companions

One next step to get to a vision is…
…conversion from this to something else
…become aware of what has been done corporately
…name gifts and find ways to share them
…rooted in blood; work with that image
…change ways of doing invitation and formation
…engage all in the dialogue toward vision; own it
…create opportunities to renew ourselves
…accept that not everyone will get on board
…understand what missionary means

Need to have…
…willingness to let go and consider something new
…gathering of all those in parish ministry
…leadership team model collaboration
…development of council model, including companions
…invite companions to use gifts in ministry
…examine district model and those involved
…further formation of companions for ministry
…write about process, including internet
…invite parishioners into process somehow

See and highlight vibrancy…
…get internet communication running now
…hold gathering on personal health and renewal
…teach Precious Blood spirituality
…design process to let go if Precious Blood leave parish
…ongoing district & companion meetings
…Preaching the Just Word conference with PB focus
…Reconciliation Ministry in Kansas City
…develop volunteer project
…inform, support and enrich through communication

glimpses of a vision

Denise Simeone, facilitator,
and Fr. Al Ebach.
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Mindful of death
Daryl Charron, ...

“What a great thought it is for all of us to be
mindful of death!” Little did I know that St. Gaspar
would speak such truth to me in his writings as they
pertain to my current ministry with Catholic Community
Hospice. I am almost constantly mindful of death, and
pondering such a subject does cause great thought. It
brings a whole new perspective to life. People who are
dying live in the present moment, for they cannot count
on living into the future in the same manner that they
had been accustomed. I have the privilege of being a part
of their mindfulness of such a predicament and I address
their spiritual needs in the midst of that reality. Being a
Missionary of the Precious Blood has helped me in my
ministry with the dying in numerous ways and for that I
am extremely grateful. I could have been limited to words
of wisdom from Mother Theresa or Dame Cicely
Saunders, the foundress of the hospice movement, but I
searched further than these two great women and
discovered the advice of our great founder, St. Gaspar.

Being a Missionary of the Precious Blood inspires me
to approach this ministry in a unique way. St. Gaspar
said, “I cannot express to you how moved I am whenever
I visit the sick who always bring home to me another new
example of human frailness. All of us are plunged into a
vast sea. Let us be mutually helpful and compassionate. I
can say that my heart is open with the desire to be of
assistance to all through the grace of God.” I approach
my ministry with an open, compassionate heart which so
happens to fit the mission statement of Catholic
Charities—which calls us to serve those in need with
compassion—and in so doing I have often witnessed the
grace of God at work.

I have seen many different examples of human frailty:
cancer in numerous forms, CHF, COPD, ALS,
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, just to name a few. In the past
four years, ample opportunities have presented themselves
to engage in the ministry of reconciliation and hospitality.
These charisms of our religious community come alive in
my ministry with the dying and their families, particularly
when I strive to become a bridge between patients and
certain friends or family members with whom they want
to make amends before they die. Being a spiritual care
coordinator and part of the hospice team calls forth the
responsibility of creating a peaceful environment and
engaging in conversation which enables this to happen. I
carry out this ministry through the intercession of St.

Gaspar and his guiding words, “Do everything, indeed,
with peaceful spirit, not becoming excited or agitated.
God is a God of peace.”

We at Catholic Community Hospice currently have a
census of about  patients. I visit about half of them in
order to develop a spiritual assessment and a plan of care.
Many of our patients are Catholic, but several are of
other faith traditions. My previous ministry at
Shantivanam House of Prayer prepared me well to be
diverse in my approaches to prayer and worship—as well
as St. Gaspar’s command for us to be ecumenical. It is
wonderful to serve such a variety of people and
experience their religions and spiritualities. I revel in the
sacredness and holiness of attending or presiding at
numerous funerals reflecting different faiths.

Hospice ministry is emotionally challenging and
physically draining, because it is so powerful and
unpredictable. I am often called to be very flexible and
spontaneous, wondering at times if I have what it takes. It
is then that I am reminded to reflect on the words of St. Gaspar,
“Imagine the most sorrowful circumstances, but also take
note in practice of what sacrifices God calls us to make.
The works of God are the fruit of tears and of patience.
Jesus accomplished good through suffering; we, too, must
comfort each other in this same way. Be serene. Think of
Jesus in the garden, and seek tranquil repose in his lovable
will. You know very well that the cross is the royal way to
heaven. Enough to say that it is up to us to do this good
work. The rest does not depend on us. The time of
suffering is short, the time of enjoyment eternal.”

My own faith saves me from the sting of death even
in the midst of serving atheists. My life with my religious
community supports my current ministry with hospice.
Whether it is the supportive love I have felt by those
living with me at Precious Blood Center or the
inspirational words of our founder, I now know how
belonging to a community can support the apostolate to
which one gives their life.
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naropa news
Alan Hartway, ...

For the last nine years I have been living and working
in Boulder, CO. I write this for The New Wine Press to share
the ministry I have been doing at Naropa University
through the lens of Precious Blood spirituality.

After five years of formation and publications
ministry for the Kansas City Province, all in one day in
November of , I received without solicitation an
invitation to teach and do chaplaincy ministry at Avila
College in Kansas City, a request to interview for the
retreat ministry team at Precious Blood Spirituality
Center in Columbia, PA, and a call from an old friend on
the faculty of Naropa University in Boulder, CO. I had
completed an MFA in poetics while on sabbatical for
three semesters at Naropa in . During that time I fell
in with a number of the beat poets on campus and some
faculty members in Buddhist religious studies.

The MFA program was rich and transformative, and
it introduced me to contemplative practices and
contemplative education methodologies. Having received
a teaching certification while at St. Joseph College, and
teaching four years at our former high school seminary,
and teaching at St. Mary of the Plains College in Dodge
City KS while pastor at St Mary in Garden City KS, and
developing a diocesan catechists training program, I knew
that deep in my heart I am a teacher. Naropa in  was
the riskiest and the most challenging of the three
positions to pursue in light of the risks and challenges of
the profile of the Precious Blood missionary which was
initially written during an international workshop on
formation I had attended in  in San Felice,
Giano, Italy.

Now nine years later, when I review that profile, I see
the ways in which I am able to live out and become that
person whose life template is the Precious Blood
profile—and the ways in which I know I am not. One
truth about the profile is that one cannot be all those
things, but rather be best in the areas in which one has
received some small share of the spirit. I don’t imagine
that anyone fits the complete definition, nor would that
be a reasonable aspiration.

I have entered a culture of diversity at Naropa
University and am presented with daily examples of
bringing that profile alive to others. I see myself able to
be a Precious Blood missionary in evangelization in a
relatively non-Christian environment; hardly a day goes by

when I am not having some conversation about Jesus, the
gospel and our culture today. It is a ministry of the word.
I have especially been able to promote a peace, justice,
and reconciliation focus while chairing the curriculum
committee that worked on the university's new Peace
Studies Degree program which began this fall. My
departmental colleague is Dr Gaylon Ferguson, a
Shambhala acharya in his Tibetan lineage.We have very
interesting daily conversations in our shared office.

At Naropa there is opportunity daily to interface
with every religion on earth—especially Buddhism, which
comprises almost as many members of the human family
as Catholicism. It is a fruitful place for interreligous
exchange, which I participate in at every chance. This
cross cultural fertilization and dialogue are features
deeply embedded in the profile under mission. I have also
been working for the Kansas City-based Christian
Foundation for Children and Aging, which seeks to offer hope
and restore dignity through their worldwide ministry of
sponsorship. Several of our own and ... mission sites
directly benefit from the work of the foundation.

Finally, I am very proud of my work with the Dream
Act civic engagement students at Naropa who in the past
years have hosted several large scale events to inform and
mobilize our own academic community to empower
Latino youths seeking college education. I have been the
liaison with our students receiving direct experience in
social justice and immigration with Immaculate
Conception Parish in Yuma AZ and theirWater in the
Desert Project, servicing the undocumented crossing over
into the US outside of border crossings.

Like many members of the Precious Blood
community of apostolic life, I tend to emphasize the
apostolic life over the community living. But through
emails and in some cases even daily phone calls, I
maintain community contact. This is an area that is
challenging for us. I do believe that I share Precious
Blood values with local deanery clergy by attending their
meetings and supporting them; I always remember
someone saying years ago that we were partially founded
to serve the diocesan clergy.

One relationship that stands out with the most
delight to me over the years has been with now Sr.
Dianna Hughes, ... of theWichita community. She

See Naropa, continued on page …
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St. Gaspar was inspired and transformed by the
precious blood of Jesus. Obviously, he had more than a
pious devotion to the precious blood. He saw the
precious blood as a vehicle of God’s grace. The love God
had to save us through the blood of his son on the cross
stirred the heart and soul of St. Gaspar. He wanted all
hearts and souls to be stirred by the precious blood.

If we are to be successful as missionaries of the
precious blood, we have to be transformed by the
precious blood as well.

This of course begs the question: how do we do this?
This simple answer is: we can’t. If we can’t, then God
must, and here is the heart of the mystical call of the
precious blood.

In all of the discussions I have heard regarding the
three pillars of our community: mission, community, and
spirituality, most of the emphasis has been on what we
do, what we need to do, and what we should do. There is
little talk about what God does.

One of our chief charisms is to bring new life into
the church. The Church, the whole world for that matter,
is in dire need of new life.We like to bring new life into
the church by creating and implementing new and creative
programs. This is well and good, in fact, it is crucial, but
in the process, I think we place too much emphasis on us.

As I rapidly approach the great age of fifty, I realize
that I cannot change the world. Actually, I learned this
some time ago. I also realize I cannot bring new life into
the world, at least not by myself. I have learned that all
life comes from God, and it is to God we must go for
new life.

This sounds very passive and unattractive. It also
sounds like a cop-out and passing the buck. Actually, I
prefer to use the word receptive than passive.

I cannot change the world, but I can be receptive to
God’s transformation. I am convinced that being
transformed by God is really the only way to bring new
life into the world. As a community, we can only bring
new life into the world to the extent that we permit God
to bring new life in us. God used Mary to bring the
God’s incarnation into the world.We must permit God
to do the same to us through the precious blood of
God’s son.

A question worth reflecting upon is: how are we

The Mystical Call of the Precious Blood
Timothy Guthridge, ...

willing to be transformed by God both communally
and individually?

I think it is safe to assume that God wants good
things for us. God wants our community to be life giving
and God wants our community to be full of life.

God can only be encountered in the present. If we
want new life, we have to encounter God in the present,
doing what we are doing right now. It scares me
sometimes how much we talk about the past. There is a
place for the past, but we are never going to encounter
God there, and we will never be transformed by the
precious blood there.

We need to encounter God throughout the day, in
the people we meet, in the work we do, and in our times
for prayer. If we want to encounter God we need to start
putting ourselves in the presence of God, every day,
throughout the day.We need to start asking the question:
where am I seeing God’s grace throughout the day. If we
start looking for God grace, we will see it.

There can be no real transformation or new life
without dependency upon God. I am convinced that one
of the most important questions our community needs
to reflect upon is: how do we as a community and as
individuals, living in a complicated world, live out our
dependency upon God.

The early desert fathers and mothers lived in their
cells, fasting, doing manual labor, and praying as a way of
living in the presence of God. I have no desire to follow
their example. I do desire to live as a missionary in the
presence of God throughout the day because that is the
only way my mission will bear any real fruit.. As a
community, I am convinced we need to learn to live in
the presence of God, always in the present, always open
to God’s grace, if we are to be fruitful as missionaries. St.
Gaspar did this and so did St. Maria de Mattias.

The heart of a mystic is the heart of one that strives
to live in God’s loving presence and grace. The precious
blood of Christ calls us to be stained by God’s eternal
presence. Such transformation can only be initiated
by God.

It is up to us to respond to the blood’s mystical call
to be transformed by the blood so that God will send
new life into the world through his missionaries stained
and transformed by the blood of Christ Jesus.
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circle training
Denny Kinderman, ...

The New Creation
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“Yoh, Fr. Denny,We can’t say the closing prayer yet;
we have to do the check out,” they told me. “And what
will the question be?” I asked. “How are you now leaving
the circle?”These youthful bearers of recently awarded
circle orientation certificates were recalling with fresh
enthusiasm what they had learned the previous week
during their days of circle training. They were seeing to it
that just as we began our circle with a check in, we’d do a
check out at the end, which admittedly I seldom if ever do.

Fr. David Kelly and I had gathered two groups of
fifteen or more youth during their few weeks’ break
between school terms in Chicago’s Juvenile Detention
Center. The same four-day circle training that is offered at
the Precious Blood Center for adults we tailored and
compressed into three afternoons covering the most
essential elements. How might we pull off these
condensed instructions with teens who are quick to label
anything that smacks of school as boring! And we were in
a detention center classroom, not uncluttered, with
windows high enough to prevent looking out at anything
but the sky.We confess, we did lose a few after the first
day (even one before the first activity). I guess it’s our
charism and spirituality that echoes the refrain, in times
like these “can’t nothing discourage us!” And those who
stayed the course demonstrated their determination to
learn more about circles.

Every other Friday we have a drumming circle in the
juvy detention center.We use African djembe drums and a
scattering of various percussion instruments. The drums
are actually used only once or twice during the normal
flow of the circle process. Drumming on djembes is a
form of communication. “I’m sending the message that
the fishing today is good,” Rose, originally fromTanzania,
told us as her hands varied the beat and sound of the skin
on the djembe. But in the circle we don’t know exactly
what message we are sending, only attempting to call out
that we all are caught up in life’s rhythms that vary with
each as we travel our personal journeys and find our own
sometimes thrashing cadence through it all.

The varied rhythms of the lives of these at-risk teens
resonate in drum beats sounding a desire to fit in.
Occasionally there are quality moments when the
overriding beat of the hefty junjun carries our flailing
hands into a unified sound that sets well. Most of the
time it’s just a circle of individuals releasing tension—
some smiling and others seemingly lost in their own

thoughts. After the drumming the djembes are placed
behind our circled chairs; everyone is now more open to
share their stories and listen with regard and respect to
one another.

It was a week after the training and now each element
of the circle was named, talked about, and then practiced.
“We need that cloth on the floor; what’s it called?” “We
need a talking piece.” and so it continued. They had been
more attentive during the training than they at times
appeared to be—you know how teens can do that.

So now thirty youth are at varying degrees of
readiness to be circle keepers or assist in running a circle.
On their units where  to  share many hours living
together every day, circles could resolve a variety of
potential problems instead of the staff needing to lock
someone in their room for misbehaving. An argument over
whichTV program to watch that could escalate into a
fight can now be settled by calling for a circle and using
the TV remote (their idea) for the talking piece. Or
someone returning from court with bad news might need
a circle of encouragement and support. Someone who just
lost a loved one or a friend murdered on the streets could
use a circle for hope and healing. Circles bring us together
in a good way according to the values we named then
claimed for ourselves through consensus. Youth as well as
adults identify circle values during the training; the lists
are similar, reflecting how we desire to come together as
humans whether young or old, free or locked up.

The peacemaking circle is one practice of restorative
justice (reconciliation) that we hope to continue to
introduce into the otherwise punitive practices currently in
vogue in the juvenile justice system. The kids are buying
into it. The next move is to sell it to the staff and
administration by helping them see that it just might be
beneficial to all parties concerned and society as a whole.

One of the youth that Friday after the training chose
a small rock for the talking piece. Then one by one,
clasping the rock each checked out by expressing how the

See Circle, continued on page …
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As I begin my service as vocation director, the
challenges are different from those I experienced during
my first time in this ministry  years ago. It is definitely
different from being a parish priest which I did for the
past  years. I am adjusting to this new ministry and
beginning to grow into it.

Marie Trout will be leaving the vocation office in a
couple of months but will continue to be on the vocation
team and serve as co-director of Companions. She and I
have worked together in the office, and she has been
indispensable in bringing me up to speed on what has
happened in the office and this ministry in the past
several years.

I have dreams and ideas for vocation ministry and
will share them with you in the coming months. I am, of
course, open to your suggestions, and above all welcome
from you the names of prospective candidates.

Let us pray for each other, our community, and
vocations. May we spread Precious Blood spirituality to
all we meet through the intercession of St. Gaspar and St.
Maria de Mattias.

The Precious Blood Leadership Conference met at
the Sisters of Charity Spirituality Center in Cincinnati,
Ohio, September -, .

Among other topics the agenda included: Precious
Blood Prayer Book update, the  Precious Blood
Convocation Planning update, Lent and Advent
Reflections via email, the National Precious Blood
Association Conference, and the Precious BloodVocation
Formation Conference.

Information was also shared and updated for the
Precious Blood Spirituality Center, Partners for Global
Justice workshops, and the Kansas City Province
volunteer program.

Members of the PBLC. Front. l to r: Mary Whited, ..., O’Fallon,
MO; Angelo Anthony, ..., Dayton, OH; Florence Seifert, ...,
Dayton, OH. Back, l to ri: Jan Renz, ..., St. Louis, MO; Mario
Cafarelli, ..., Toronto, Ontario; Eva Janning, ..., Reading, PA; Jim
Urbanic, ..., Liberty, MO.

PBlC from the Vocation Office

Joe Miller, ...
voc.office@yahoo.com

 Saint Gaspar
Liberty MO, 

-- (ext. )

companions retreat
Marie Trout

If you really knew me, you would know…

This was the phrase we were all asked to share to begin the fall Companion retreat. Sr. Joyce Lehman, ...
guided us through a weekend of talks and activities about community. Many of the Companions have known each
other for fifteen to twenty years, but as people around the room shared, we learned many new and different things
about each other. As the weekend progressed we shared this phrase two more times. Each time we shared we learned
more about one another, those we had gathered with to pray and celebrate community.

After listening to Sr. Joyce share with us the dynamics of groups and the cycles they go
through as they develop, the importance of reconciliation and forgiveness in community,
what scripture teaches us about community and what the Precious Blood calls us to in
community, it was time to share again.This time people shared how they felt about community.

We heard heartfelt stories of being a companion and how living Precious Blood
spirituality has affected people’s lives. Being part of the Precious Blood community has
affected people’s everyday lives, enriched their families, and affected their work places. The
sharing was moving and powerful. Lives have changed through living the call of the blood daily.

Companions Rita McNally
and Chuck Hayes
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thank you
Please accept our thank you in the name of the

people in Guatemala that Mi Casita serves.  children
come to preschool daily and receive a chance for a head
start on an education that few poor children in
Guatemala receive.
When he received the news of the grant, Fr. Salvador

wrote: “Thanks to God and thanks to you too. I was
sure. God always responds. This good news was just in
time. I had no other options for September. Thank you
very much and God bless you.”

Mary Ann and John Glenski
St. Charles Task Force

Kansas City, MO

I sincerely thank you for your letter of August ,
with enclosed grant from the Human Development Fund.
In the name of all the people of our diocese, especially
your priests who serve in our diocese, I sincerely thank
you for this generous donation that will be used to assist
with immigration issues, one of the most important
issues facing our country at this time.

Most Rev. Michael Pfeifer, ...
Bishop of San Angelo

Please extend our sincere gratitude to everyone for
the Human Development grant to serve immigrant
families.We are deeply honored to have been selected for
this award by the HDF committee. Thank you for
making it possible for us to offer advocacy and
educational services to families in need of a helping hand
as they work toward a better life.

Thank you very much for your generous grant to the
Redemptorist Center. Everything the Center does is made
possible by the generosity and support we receive from
donations, businesses and foundations. This
thoughtfulness is vital to our ability to serve the poor,
the aging and the homeless in our community.
On behalf of the the staff, volunteers, clients and

board of the Center, I thank you for this funding and I
will keep you updated on the success of our mission. You
and your staff are invited to tour the Center and see first
hand how our programs of assistance help people in
need. You are also invited to join us for lunch in the
Senior Center on Thursdays. The food is delicious and
the conversation is always lively!

Diana Kennedy, Director
Redemptorist Social Services

I want to thank you for the grant award to the
Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation.We appreciate
the support of the KC Province of the Missionaries of
the Precious Blood. Your support and your generosity
help tremendously and enable us to fulfill the mission and
mandate of Missionaries to work for reconciliation in the
community and the church at large.We work hard to
fulfill that mission.
The grant award enables us to further establish and

implement Peacemaking Circles in the schools, detention
center and community. It is a method that we have found
enables us to help people experience reconciliation.
I know that the monies you awarded to us represent a

great deal of work and dedication on the part of the
members of the Kansas City Province.We will make sure
that we use it in the spirit in which it was given and
according to the guidelines of the grant.

Fr. David Kelly, ..., Executive Director
Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation

Circle, continued from page …

circle that night had been just what they needed. Each was
now at a better place as much as that is possible in an
incarcerated environment. But in the circle setting they had
found safety and an air of peace. Only after the check out
was it then acceptable that a closing prayer be shared; it’s
called a concluding ceremony, one noted as he began to pray.

“Did you notice something different about tonight’s
circle?” Puzzled looks led me to answer my own question.
Tonight you remembered so well all the elements of a
good circle and participated with such conviction that we
didn’t need the drums! That night no one missed the
African djembes or the pace-setting beat of the junjun.
They had been caught up in another communication of
rhythms—sharing
lived, painful, joyful,
locked-up, hope-filled
lives in a circle-guided
setting they have come
to appreciate and are
now ready to bring to
others.

Drumming circle.

Faye Rodriguez, Executive Director
Catholic Charities, Odessa, TX
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Letters to the editor
I was so encouraged to hear that the Precious Blood

Community is reaching out to our GLBT brothers and
sisters! My prayers are with Fr. David and his group as
they begin their journey. I believe the Holy Spirit is
guiding the community in this ministry, just as I believe
the Holy Spirit is guiding me on my own personal
journey.

I am neither “G,” nor “L,” nor “B,” nor “T.” I am a
pre-Vatican II, cradle Catholic. I am also the father of
two wonderful women, one of whom happens to be a
lesbian in a committed relationship with a special person
for the last  years. They, and my wife and I, were blessed
with a beautiful grandson  months ago. He truly is a
precious gift from God!

Because of the culture I have grown up in, my
religious upbringing, and the part of me that tends to
“stay within the lines” and take things literally, I have
needed the Holy Spirit to guide me on my journey. I
truly love and respect my Catholic faith, but I needed
guidance to understand the issue of sexual orientation.
Long before I was aware of my daughter’s sexuality, the
Spirit was gently guiding me.

I am heterosexual. I have been in a beautiful
relationship with my wife for over  years. Sexual
intimacy between my wife and me is a special part of our
relationship, and I believe, a special gift from God. But,
homosexuality was something I did not understand (for
that matter, so is the gift of celibacy!). My background,
my culture, my formal religious training all made me
fearful and anxious about that which I don’t understand.

I remember many years ago, there was a discussion in
our Men’s Faith Sharing Group about children who were
homosexual. There was some discussion about
“disowning” them because of this. Although I had no
idea at that time that one of my daughters was gay, I felt
compelled to speak. I said that from what I was learning
about our loving God, I could never conceive of
“disowning” my child, any more than God could
“disown” one of his children. I based this not on a great
knowledge of scripture or theology, but on what God has
taught me on my journey, as a son, as a spouse, and as
a father.

Years later, I came to the realization that my daughter
was gay. To be honest, it is not something that I would
have chosen for her. My daughter did not make a choice
about her sexual orientation, none of us did. I believe it is

how we are created, by our loving Father. All I know is
that she is a beautiful person, who, like all of us, is being
called by God on our individual journeys.

As a father, I believe that one of my most important
callings is to lead my children to God, just as they teach
me about God through their journeys. I know that my
daughter is being called to a deeper relationship with
God, and she wants to give the gift of faith to her son.
But for her, and for me, this journey has some big
questions. How can she deepen her relationship with God
without love and acceptance from a faith community?
How does her son deal with the conflict between his
moms’ unconditional love and acceptance of him and a
faith community’s inability to love and accept his moms?
For me, how do I help my daughter and grandson on
their faith journeys? How will my grandson deal with
questions about his father, and why he has two moms?

The answers to these questions are not easy for
anybody. For me, I look to the Holy Spirit for guidance
for me and my family. And, I will try to support those
who are inviting all to the Lord’s Table. In spite of my
concerns, I am comforted that the Holy Spirit is working
in this world. I will pray, and love my family, as God loves
us all.

Sincerely,
A faithful father and Companion

Fr. Tom Albers
talbers@embarqmail.com

MaryWagner
wmawag@dishmail.net

Fr. Richard Bayuk
 Rockhill Road

Kansas City, MO 
--

rbayukcpps@mac.com

Addressbook Changes
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We commend to god

+Fr. Paul Schaaf, ...
Cincinnati Province

July , -September , 

+Fr.William Eilerman, ...
Cincinnati Province

January , -September , 

We Remember in prayer

Fr. Vince Hoying,
recovering from successful triple bi-pass surgery.

Virginia Richmeier, mother of Fr. Garry Richmeier,
diagnosed with lung cancer.

Companion Ralph Bardgett,
recovering from surgery following a fall.

Candidates and formation directors from five different Precious Blood communities gathered at the Spiritual Center of
Maria Stein for five days at the end of July. They came from down the road and around the world—as close as St.
Henry, Ohio and as far away as East Africa. Taking part were pre-candidate HannaWarren (Dayton ...), initial
formation formation candidate Nathan Bockrath (Cincinnati), novice Mumbi Kigutha (...), three men finishing the
special formation summer program (Steve Heckadon and Mark Yates, Kansas City and Bob Jansen, Cincinnati), three
men in temporary incorporation (Joe Grilliot, ..., Ton Sison, ... andVinceWirtner, ..., all Cincinnati), and
five women in temporary vows (Marla Gipson, ..., Dayton; Cinta Mutisya, ...; Prisila Ngowi, ...; Lucy Tesha,
... and PennyVernon, ..., O’Fallon). Also present were four formation directors: Dennis Chriszt, ...
(Cincinnati); Joan Hornick, ...; Carol Orf, ... (O’Fallon) and PatWill, ... (Dayton).

Naropa, continued from page …

and I met while she was teaching me drop capitals on PageMaker 5.0 for The New Wine Press and the purple United in
Prayer book. The latter so intrigued her when introduced to our prayer life, that in a continually developing relationship,
she now has entered the ... community; she asked me in April of  to preach at her first vows. It was very
rewarding to share our prayers and spirituality with her, so much so that attracted by our prayer book, she has joined us.
We had nine days together this summer at the ... Columbia PA center for a retreat.

So here I am, nine years later and  years old, having discussions with three young men about their vocations. One
of the things that attracts them is my work on campus in coaching for conscientious objector status. I am teaching full
time in philosophy, interdisciplinary studies, classical Greek, and a course about prophetic christianity through
biblical texts.

Perhaps with prayers, work, support, and not a little grace of the Holy Spirit, there will be time to work on one or
two more of the elements in the profile of a Precious Blood missionary I fall short in. These are just the few that I’ve
gotten some small handle on. As I seek to be a follower of Gaspar, there’s been many blessings along the way.

in formation

Candidates and formation directors at Maria Stein.
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my back pages Richard Bayuk, ...

Love the quick profit, the annual raise,
vacation with pay.Want more

of everything ready-made. Be afraid
to know your neighbors and to die.

And you will have a window in your head.
Not even your future will be a mystery

any more. Your mind will be punched in a card
and shut away in a little drawer.

When they want you to buy something
they will call you.When they want you
to die for profit they will let you know.
So, friends, every day do something
that won’t compute. Love the Lord.
Love the world.Work for nothing.
Take all that you have and be poor.
Love someone who does not deserve it.
Denounce the government and embrace
the flag. Hope to live in that free
republic for which it stands.

Give your approval to all you cannot
understand. Praise ignorance, for what man
has not encountered he has not destroyed.
Ask the questions that have no answers.
Invest in the millenium. Plant sequoias.
Say that your main crop is the forest

that you did not plant,
that you will not live to harvest.
Say that the leaves are harvested

when they have rotted into the mold.
Call that profit. Prophesy such returns.
Put your faith in the two inches of humus

that will build under the trees
every thousand years.

Listen to carrion—put your ear
close, and hear the faint chattering
of the songs that are to come.

Expect the end of the world. Laugh.
Laughter is immeasurable. Be joyful

though you have considered all the facts.
So long as women do not go cheap

for power, please women more then men.
Ask yourself:Will this satisfy

a woman satisfied to bear a child?
Will this disturb the sleep

of a woman near to giving birth?
Go with your love to the fields.

Lie easy in the shade. Rest your head
in her lap. Swear allegiance

to what is nighest your thoughts.
As soon as the generals and the politicos
can predict the motions of your mind,

lose it. Leave it as a sign
to mark the false trail, the way
you didn’t go. Be like the fox

who makes more tracks than necessary,
some in the wrong direction.
Practice resurrection.

[As I put this issue together and read the contents and pondered the
experiences behind them, I kept coming back to this poem.]

Manifesto: The Mad Farmer Liberation Front
Wendell Berry


